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Overview

About the project

Waxhispano is an NFT project on the WAX blockchain. Our goal is to reward the community with tokens 

and NFTs – for this we create software that revolves around our native WAXFREN token and the 

WAXFRENS NFT collection. Read on for details.

About WAXFRENS Brand

WAXFRENS is a pixel art collection inspired by pop culture. Each month we release a set of characters 

which can be staked in our NFT farm to earn WAXP every hour. In this way, we say that our collection is 

a c2e (collect to earn) collection.

Introduction

Waxhispano is a community-driven project. For this reason, we have created a DAO where collectors 

can create proposals that are then voted on by the community.
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Each proposal incurs a 50 WAXP cost, which serves as a deterrent against spam. All WAXP collected 

through DAO proposals is allocated to the project treasury and will be used to support and advance our 

tools.

Tools

1.  waxhispano.com is a is an RSS aggregator for blogs about the WAX blockchain. Here, we have 

created a new concept on WAX: read to earn or r2e. Users who register with the platform earn 

WAXFREN tokens for reading articles. These tokens accumulate in their account and can be 

exchanged for NFTs.

2.  Waxhispano Discord Bot: Our Discord bot allows users to “dig” for tokens. Once the user has 

accumulated enough, they can redeem the tokens for NFTs.

3.  Waxfrens Telegram Bot: Our Telegram bot allows users to “dig” for tokens. Once the user has 

accumulated enough, they can redeem the tokens for NFTs.

4.  NFT farms: We have a number of NFT farms where collectors can stake their waxhispano NFTs and 

earn hourly rewards in various tokens.

5.  DAO: The waxhispano DAO allows WAXFREN holders to make proposals for the project, and 

members can vote on these proposals. Winning proposals will be carried out within the margins of 

common sense and the economic possibilities of the project.

6.  Liquidity pools: We have a number of liquidity pools where you can grow your savings and earn 

more NFTs.

https://waxhispano.com/
https://discord.gg/rUz7rQKVH3
https://waxdao.io/u/mc5wo.wam
https://waxdao.io/v2/daos/waxhispano
https://swap.tacocrypto.io/meal?search=waxfren


Objectives

Our goal is to develop more tools that revolve around both the native WAXFREN token and NFT rewards. 

Ultimately, all tools will be connected and all token balances will be linked to a central database. This will 

allow users to earn tokens with one platform/tool and redeem them for NFTs on another.

Tokenomics

WAXFREN token Utility 

The main utility of the native token WAXFREN is to obtain rewards in the form of NFTs

Our monthly drops can be purchased with WAXFREN at a discount compared to paying with WAXP

WAXFREN can be staked in various liquidity pools

WAXFREN will be the native token of a game currently in development



Roadmap

Our current objectives are as follows: 

These objectives may vary slightly, depending on the proposals of the community in the DAO.

Contact Information

For any questions or clarifications, please reach out to the project lead:

waxhispano

X: @criptofoxy

eMail: hola@waxhispano.com

Develop a Telegram bot where users can earn WAXFREN tokens and claim NFTs

Develop a control panel for administrators where they can manage the entire project from a single 

place

Develop a game for our NFTs and earn WAXFREN tokens and NFTs


